Development and Evaluation of a Cetuximab-based Humanized Single Chain Antibody Against EGFR-overexpressing Tumors.
Production of humanized single chain antibodies (hscFv) can potentially be a powerful solution to limitations imposed by large size and murine nature of cetuximab. The present study describes generation of a cetuximab-based hscFv using CDR-grafting method. Cetuximab CDRs were grafted on frameworks selected from human germline antibody sequence repertoire. The strategy employed in selecting human sequences was the highest sequence similarity of variable domains between human and parental antibodies as well as similarity in the CDRs canonical structures. To maintain the binding affinity, the parental vernier zone residues were retained murine in hscFv. Recombinant hscFv was expressed in E. coli and affinity purified by Ni-NTA column. The potency of hscFv in targeting EGFR was evaluated using A431, a cell line over-expressing EGFR. Dot blot and ELISA tests were used to assess the reactivity and MTT assay to evaluate the growth inhibition of hscFv on A431 cell line. The humanization of cetuximab variable regions resulted in 22.2% increase in humanness of hscFv. Reactivity analyses of hscFv on A431 cells showed better binding affinity and higher growth inhibition effect (2.6 times) comparing to murine counterpart. In conclusion, hscFv produced in this study displayed reduced potential immunogenicity as well as enhanced cytotoxic effect on EGFR- overexpressing tumor cells.